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ABSTRACT
Finding Extreme High-Redshift Galaxies Using the 3D-HST Survey
Julia Tiller 1
Department of Physics and Astronomy 1
Texas A&M University
Research Faculty Advisor: Casey Papovich
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Texas A&M University
In the very beginning stages of the universe, stars and galaxies began to form in their neu-
tral intergalactic medium (IGM) of Hydrogen. Because these galaxies are clouded in their IGM,
Lyman-α emission lines are absorbed and obscured as a result. But with the 3D Hubble Space
Telescope Survey (3D-HST Survey), we can use its large photometric selection of approximately
100,000 galaxies and low resolution grism slit-less spectroscopy to probe these distant galaxies.
The survey allows us to take near-infrared spectra of many objects simultaneously, generating the
deep data needed to find a selection of high redshift candidates. A novel method is introduced to
detect and quantify faint emission lines by using Bayesian techniques. Previous work was done to
systematically analyze the 100,000 galaxies, and a preliminary set of 29 promising candidates were
presented. In order to remove false positives from this selection, we validated the input photometry
through an updated version of EAZY, and compared with the image cutouts of each of these ob-
jects, along with the previously obtained grism redshifts. Of the preliminary 29 galaxies, 22 were
promising candidates and 7 were removed as false positives. Further analysis and spectroscopic
confirmation are needed to fully vet this method for future grism based missions.
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The universe has gone through two significant phase shifts in its history. The first shift,
Recombination, was within the first 400,000 years of the universe, where charged electrons and
protons first became bounded to neutral hydrogen. The universe then went through the dark ages
where space was opaque.
The reionization epoch occurred between 150 million and one billion years after the big bang.
After the dark ages, the universe began to cool and gravity pulled clumps of neutral hydrogen
together into clouds. This is when the first stars and galaxies began to form and would re-ionize
the hydrogen around it, hence the name reionization. Our goal is to ultimately improve our under-
standing of the epoch of reionization by finding these early-universe galaxies.
The photons from the Lyman light energy transitions radiating from these early stars and galax-
ies are absorbed and obscured by neutral intergalactic medium (IGM). We are looking for galaxies
that have “bubbles” of ionized Hydrogen that allows for Lα transmission, but it is incredibly rare
to find these galaxies such that they have a favorable IGM that allows the Lyman-alpha emission’s
faint light to be captured through the grism in the Hubble Space Telescope.
1.2 Data
The data we will use to probe these distant galaxies is the 3D Hubble Space Telescope Survey
(3D-HST Survey) [1] [2]. This survey has a few important characteristics that will give us the
best opportunity at finding these extreme high-redshift galaxies, one being it contains a very large
sample size of approximately 100,000 galaxies.
In addition, it covers a wide range of the sky, about 70% of the famous CANDELS fields [3]
[4]. CANDELS is a deep broad-band imaging survey that covers five famous fields, AEGIS, UDS,
COSMOS, GOODS-N, and GOODS-S.
In combination with a large sample size of galaxies, a large area of sky covering, the 3D-HST
5
Figure 1.1: CANDELS mosaics displaying layouts of the WFC3 observations [3].
survey also uses Low-Resolution Grism Spectroscopy, which allows us to looks at many, many
objects or galaxies all at once. This results in rich and deep data, but the quality of the image is not
a precise, hence why it is “low-resolution”, shown in Figure 1.2. We much prefer low resolution
images since we use complex statistical analysis with the data and numbers.
Figure 1.2: COSMOS-04 pointing. The left image is the interlaced direct reference image from
CANDELS+3DHST mosaic. The right image is the observed interlaced grism [2].
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1.3 Processes
In section II, Methods, we introduce and elaborate on a novel emission-line fitting program, in
which we boost statistically insignificant emission lines to become statistically significant through
Bayesian analysis methods [5]. This method shows promise because from the sample of approxi-
mately 100,000 galaxies, it was narrowed down to only 29 potential high-redshift candidates.
In order to remove false positives from this selection of 29 galaxies, we validated the input
photometry through an updated version of EAZY, a photometric redshift-fitting program, and com-
pared the image cutouts of each of these objects along with the previously obtained grism redshifts
[6]. Of the preliminary 29 galaxies, 17 were promising candidates, 9 were unsure, and 3 were
removed. The 9 that were unsure underwent further analysis to see if there was a chance at im-
proving their data and models in order to give some promise. From the 9, 4 were categorized as
false positives. Thus, we obtained a total of 22 promising high redshift galaxies. Further analysis
and spectroscopic confirmation are needed to fully vet this method for future grism based missions.
7
2. METHODS
2.1 Novel Emission Line Fitting Method
The purpose of the novel emission line search technique was to create large spectroscopic
data sets for slitless spectroscopy [5]. The Bayesian nature of the program allowed for more
probabilistic emission line identifications, such as redshift estimates based on photometric priors.
It is usually difficult to obtain clean and useful information from slitless grism spectroscopic data.
Contamination from other unrelated objects in space, especially in densely populated areas, makes
detailed findings very challenging.
Emission lines from galaxies are the easiest and most interesting features that we can detect
from faint objects. This line detection works by, based on the input photometry, obtaining a redshift
probability that is convolved along the grism and compared with a set of expected emission lines.
This effectively boosts statistically insignificant, or faint, emission lines and pinpoints a high red-
shift, the grism redshift. In previous work done by John Weaver, he was able to use this novel
method with the 3D-HST Survey data. The line detection program systematically analyzed the
100,000 galaxies from the survey and 2,000 of them were potential candidates.
Figure 2.1: (Left) Redshift probability distribution for object 41637 from the GOODS-S field.
(Right) Object’s probability distribution convolved with a set of expected high redshift emission
lines (red) with a grism detection (blue). The image cutout along with its 2D grism image is below.
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Since this method is very new and unique, Maseda concluded in his research that there were
some grism exposures that mimicked emission features, due to potential un-modeled or under-
predicted spectral contamination. Weaver went through, by hand, the 2,000 remaining galaxies
and looked at the spectral features and found only 29 potential high redshift candidates.
The line detection program is inherently designed to detect a high-redshift grism detection
within the redshift probability prior because that is all the data the program is fed to begin with.
It is incredibly important that the photometry needs to be correct and validated otherwise, the
detected grism redshifts will be flawed.
2.2 Validating Input Photometry
Since Weaver’s previous research, there have been many updated tools to validate the photome-
try from the 3D-HST dataset. This is the data that needs to be correct or it can cause skewed results
for finding potentially high redshift galaxies. We begin by running the data through EAZY, a pho-
tometric redshift fitting program designed to be accurate without having complete spectroscopic
data [6].
Within this program the models used to fit the data are the Flexible Stellar Population Syn-
thesis (FSPS) models [7]. These have since been updated and have gained more models as well.
Ultimately, the output most important pertaining to our research are the SED’s generated for a par-
ticular object. SED’s are a Flux (fλ = 10−19 erg/s/cm2), verses the observed wavelength (λobs =
microns) figure. From this SED, as seen in Figure 2.2, we can see the photometric points from the
data along the modeled emission lines. A continuum break at a specific wavelength is often noticed
and the redshift can be derived for a specific object. Once again, we depend on the photometric
points to constrain this break in the figure and to follow along the model.
2.3 Redshift Probability Distributions
In addition to generating the SED’s, we obtain the redshift probability distributions for each
object. Based on different prior models, we can generate a probability distribution for the redshift.
This is important in order to evaluate the previous work done by Weaver to ensure that the results
are comparable.
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Figure 2.2: Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) for object 5123 from the UDS field.
There are two different sets of prior models to feed into EAZY, a F160W prior, and a Flat prior.
The F160W prior comes from the HST Survey and this inherently gives an assumption about the
likelihood of each redshift based on past "experience".
Figure 2.3: F160W prior and redshift probability distributions for object 17931 from the AEGIS
field.
From Figure 2.3, we can see that the probability distribution (p(z)), from a F160W prior is
right skewed, which makes intuitive sense since the liklihood that the object is going to be a high
10
redshift candidate is reasonably low, being that they are extremely rare.
On the other hand, a flat prior assumes that any redshift is equally likely and the data will drive
the results more. This can be interpreted as the models being "less informed" thus we can assume
that using a flat prior might result in potentially assuming the galaxy to be at a higher redshift.
2.4 Image Cutouts
The actual images of these galaxies from the 3D-HST Survey are also needed in order to further
vet this method. Although these galactic sources are faint, there should be a visible dot deep within
the fields we are looking at. This is further proof that a galaxy potentially exsits, and not just noise
or space.
Each photometric point corresponds to a point on our generated SED’s. Certain Hubble Space
Telescope filters are specialized to see either more local or faint objects.
When we look at Lα galaxies, the emissions will be absorbed until the "lyman break" at 1216
Å, as seen in Figure 2.4. Visually this is seen as the "dropout method" since once we look beyond
Figure 2.4: In the gray area of the figure, there is a lyman break galaxy at redshift 9.5. Its emissions
are stronger and brighter at wavelengths longer than the lyman break [8].
the break, the emission becomes brighter and more easily detectable, shown in Figure 2.5. It can
be used to help determine if the galaxy is high redshift or not [8].
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Figure 2.5: An object at redshift of 9.8 can be captured in the J and H bands [8].
The filters we then focus on in order to find the higher redshift galaxies are going to fall within
the J and JH bands. In addition, we will also be looking for other high redshift emission lines
that are not Hydrogen, and won’t be absorbed in this epoch. These are some of the more exotic
emission lines to find interesting high redshift objects.
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3. ANALYSIS & RESULTS
3.1 Initial Results
After validating the photometry using updated versions of EAZY and FSPS models, Table 3.1
displays the data for the photometric redshifts we have obtained for the 29 potential high redshift
candidates.
Table 3.1: Initial Results
Grism Redshift EAZY Redshift
Range 0.00 - 8.75 1.31 - 11.49
Median 6.23 5.01
Since the range for the photometric redshifts in these objects is so large, we really need to en-
sure that there is not any data skewing these results, whether that means looking at the photometric
points or improving the models.
Of the 29 potential high redshift galaxies, 3 were immediately removed and categorized as
false positives due to extreme noise in their images, displayed in Figure 3.1. Some have a clear
diffraction spike from a nearby object, likely a star. This skews the data to be completely unreliable,
which makes it easy to categorize these as false positives, shown in Figure 3.1.
Some objects, on the other hand, are less easily classified even with all of the data we have
gathered. 9 of these galaxies need to be inspected further, which we will discuss in the next
section.
From the initial run through, we have successfully gathered 17 promising high redshift galaxies.
3.2 Iterative Goodness of Fit Testing
There are numerous variables to consider with these remaining galaxies. Some of them have a
well fitting SED model, but few photometric points, and some might have an unconvincing model,
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Figure 3.1: For Object 17931 from the AEGIS field, we see a clear diffraction spike which impairs
the data.
Table 3.2: 17 Promising Candidates
Object ID Field EAZY Redshift (flat prior) Grism Redshift
20187 AEGIS 8.03 7.30
34307 AEGIS 7.23 6.97
5956 COSMOS 4.80 5.29
7696 COSMOS 6.13 6.24
9338 COSMOS 4.62 4.51
10912 COSMOS 5.37 5.54
13141 COSMOS 5.04 4.77
13254 COSMOS 4.62 4.62
25077 COSMOS 5.69 5.75
24946 GOODSS 5.71 6.25
41637 GOODSS 6.67 6.90
23245 GOODSN 5.51 5.58
29638 GOODSN 6.36 6.23
5123 UDS 7.81 8.08
33192 UDS 8.55 6.81
34012 UDS 5.04 4.78
39355 UDS 6.30 6.27
but clear photometric detections. If we can carve out more information from this data set in order
to improve the SED models, then these objects can show promise.
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To do this, we will calculate the chi-squared (χ2) distribution for each object, and then itera-
tively remove one of the filter bands in order to see the weight or impact they have on the model.






Where fobs is the observed value, and Efobs is the expected value for the observed value.
This method allows us to quantiativley measure how well our model compares with the photo-
metric data. The redshift is determined by the minima of the χ2 distribution, which is marked by
a vertical line shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that there are a couple vertical lines drawn. Al-
though it is less probable, there is exists a different, and more importantly higher, potential redshift
for this object.
Figure 3.2: (Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 4742 from the AEGIS field.
(Right) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 4742.
We can now re-fit the SED to this higher redshift and see if overall this object looks more
promising. Figure 3.3 shows the original SED below the newly fitted model. The continuum break
is better constrained with the new fit, and aligns with the emissions in the IRAC filter bands better
as well. Since this new potential red-shift showed some improvement, this gives more promise to
15
this galaxy truly being a high redshift object.
Figure 3.3: (Above) Newly fitted 4742 Object. (Below) Original SED for Object 4742 from the
GOODSS field.
This method is repeated for each of the 9 objects, from which 4 were removed as false positives.
The remaining 5 are displayed in the Table 3.3. Each χ2 plot along with an improved SED, if
applicable, are displayed in Appendix B.
Table 3.3: 5 New Promising Candidates
Object ID Field EAZY Redshift (flat prior) Grism Redshift
10381 AEGIS 8.02 6.93
4742 GOODSS 5.73 6.53
30607 GOODSS 11.49 6.18
26338 UDS 5.80 5.61
27018 UDS 6.92 8.75
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4. CONCLUSION
Overall, we have successfully removed 7 false positives from the original 29 potential high red-
shift candidate selection, shown in Table 4.1. The SED’s, image cutouts, and redshift probabilities
for each of the 29 objects are shown in Appendix A.
With 22 promising high redshift galaxies of the 29, we have about 76% accuracy, which is very
impressive considering we began from 100,000 galaxies. These results show much promise for the
novel line fitting method to be used in other future grism based missions, such as Euclid and the
James Webb Space Telescope.
In order to fully vet this process, we seek to obtain spectroscopic confirmation on these galaxies
and cross check our results with other reputable catalogs.
Table 4.1: 7 False Positives
Object ID Field EAZY Redshift (flat prior) Grism Redshift
13718 AEGIS 1.88 6.15
17931 AEGIS 10.16 8.17
31282 AEGIS 2.60 7.05
26864 GOODSS 6.23 6.14
27478 GOODSS 9.30 6.05
18763 UDS 2.73 6.83
29028 UDS 10.08 0.00
17
Figure 4.1: 22 promising high redshift galaxies image cutouts.
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APPENDIX A: Object Individual Data
4.1 AEGIS Data
Figure 4.2: Object 10381 from AEGIS, z = 8.02.
Figure 4.3: Object 13718 from AEGIS, z = 1.30. False Positive
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Figure 4.4: Object 17931 from AEGIS, z = 10.16. False positive.
Figure 4.5: Object 20187 from AEGIS, z = 8.03.
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Figure 4.6: Object 31282 from AEGIS, z = 2.60. False positive.
Figure 4.7: Object 34307 from AEGIS, z = 7.23.
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4.2 COSMOS Data
Figure 4.8: Object 5956 from COSMOS, z = 4.80.
Figure 4.9: Object 7696 from COSMOS, z = 6.13.
23
Figure 4.10: Object 9338 from COSMOS, z = 4.62.
Figure 4.11: Object 10912 from COSMOS, z = 5.36.
24
Figure 4.12: Object 13141 from COSMOS, z = 4.86.
Figure 4.13: Object 13254 from COSMOS, z = 4.62.
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Figure 4.14: Object 25077 from COSMOS, z = 5.69.
4.3 GOODSN Data
Figure 4.15: Object 23245 from GOODSN, z = 5.51.
26
Figure 4.16: Object 29638 from GOODSN, z = 6.36.
4.4 GOODSS Data
Figure 4.17: Object 4742 from GOODSS, z = 5.72.
27
Figure 4.18: Object 24946 from GOODSS, z = 5.70.
Figure 4.19: Object 26864 from GOODSS, z = 6.23. False Positive.
28
Figure 4.20: Object 27478 from GOODSS, z = 9.30. False Positive.
Figure 4.21: Object 30607 from GOODSS, z = 11.49.
29
Figure 4.22: Object 41637 from GOODSS, z = 6.66.
4.5 UDS Data
Figure 4.23: Object 5123 from UDS, z = 7.31.
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Figure 4.24: Object 18763 from UDS, z = 2.05. False Positive.
Figure 4.25: Object 26338 from UDS, z = 5.80
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Figure 4.26: Object 27018 from UDS, z = 6.92
Figure 4.27: Object 29028 from UDS, z = 10.08. False Positive
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Figure 4.28: Object 33192 from UDS, z = 8.55
Figure 4.29: Object 34012 from UDS, z = 5.01
33
Figure 4.30: Object 39355 from UDS, z = 6.25
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APPENDIX B: Iterative Analysis Data
Figure 4.31: (Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 10381 from the AEGIS field.
(Right) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 10381.
Figure 4.32: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 13718 from the AEGIS field.
(Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 13718. (Top Right) Original
SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift. The new SED did not show much
improvement, and thus was labeled as a false positive.
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Figure 4.33: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 18763 from the UDS field.
(Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 18763. (Top Right) Original
SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift. The new SED did not show much
improvement, and thus was labeled as a false positive.
Figure 4.34: (Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 26338 from the UDS field.
(Right) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 26338.
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Figure 4.35: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 27018 from the UDS field.
(Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 27018. (Top Right) Original
SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift.
Figure 4.36: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 27478 from the GOODSS
field. (Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 27478. (Top Right)
Original SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift. The new SED did not show
much improvement, and thus was labeled as a false positive.
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Figure 4.37: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 29028 from the UDS field.
(Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 29028. (Top Right) Original
SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift. The new SED did not show much
improvement, and thus was labeled as a false positive.
Figure 4.38: (Top Left) χ2 Distribution for iterative testing for Object 20607 from the GOODSS
field. (Bottom Left) The average χ2 with the standard deviation for object 30607. (Top Right)
Original SED, (Bottom Right) Second option SED for new redshift. The new SED did not show
much improvement, and thus was labeled as a false positive.
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